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Cricket Michael Yardy has struggled for form in Australia Jason Holder,
the West Indies wicketkeeper, has been ruled out of the remaining one-
day internationals against Australia after being struck on the head by the

bat of England batsman Joe Root during the third ODI in Kingston on
Sunday. Holder, 24, was in the middle of a catching behind the stumps
operation when he was struck by the bat of Root. The England captain
was given treatment on the field and was later taken to hospital. He is
expected to be discharged within the next 48 hours. "Jason Holder got

hit on the head in the nets and he has been taken to hospital as a
precaution," West Indies team physiotherapist Graeme Bailey told BBC

Sport. West Indies are 3-0 down in the series and Holder's possible
absence would leave Dean Bravo as the only specialist wicketkeeper in
the side. Bailey said Holder suffered a "pretty big cut" to the top of his
head and had a headache. The West Indies attack was badly hit during

Sunday's final ODI in Jamaica, with their seamers struggling to find the
right length and pace. "It was just a freak accident," Bailey told BBC

Sport. "He was ambling and just happened to stumble. Then the bat hit
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him on the back of the neck. "He was just straightening up and he was
wearing a cap at the time, just trying to catch the batsman's eye. I think
he was quite surprised by it." Bailey added: "The time we've got to work

with Joe Root, no-one wants to have to tell him anything or show him
anything. "The batsman has got to find you. It's not difficult to look at
the ball or look where you're going and be aware of what's around you.

"Maybe he just wasn't paying attention to what was going on around
him. I think he's fine, no worries." It is the third time Holder has been

struck by a ball in the
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eliminate, for people sensitive to such things, anything sexual. I should
clarify for people asking for images to be removed: You should already
see this warning on my website; if you have not, either way, you can just
move on. Q: Why was the U-Boot commander not moving the torpedo
away from the submarine when it was detected? In the film The Hunt
for Red October, the U-boat commander is seen falling in and flinging

the torpedo across the room to clear the U-boat wall and hit the
submarine. You can see the torpedo on its way and clearly there is no

reaction to the torpedo from the U-boat commander. It is easy to
imagine that the captain is either very busy or simply looking around but

I can't figure out any other scenario where 82138339de
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